Golf Report 9th September
After greens renovations many golfers opted not to play on the sand covered greens. However those
who did enjoyed the day with the greens straight and true in most cases. Big thank you to those who
helped with the coring and sanding your efforts were invaluable.
Winners on Saturday came from a surprise pairing of Andrew Bagust and Denys Tobin with an 8.5 h/c a
round of 58.5 in the Ambrose event, next in Greg McCoy and Peter Dawe (7) 60 score card. Following
we had Greg Smith and Chris Thorndike (5.5) 60.5, then visiting from Sanctuary Cove Karen and Brett
Holt 61.50 and Paddy Byrne and Snowy Freeman 62.25. Good to see Paddy up around the leaders after a
long run of outs. Ball rundown went to 64 with just the 2 pairs to collect Dale Hanson and Hans Jansen
and Keith Elphick and Don Atkinson. Nearest the pins was a day for Ian Vidler as he took out the 5th, 7th
and 15th with pretty straight shooting. Andrew Bagust took the 2nd, John Patterson the 8th, Noel
Gaddes the pizza hole and Snowy Freeman won the pro pin.
Thursday’s Medley round of stableford with reduced fields of just 65 players was won by John Hopkins
(16) who amassed 41 points, not to shabby on renovated greens covered in sand. Bruce Berry after a
front nine of 22 points, finished with 38 points to be the runner up in division 1. Taking out division 2
was Peter Dawe (24) after he also had a round of 41, with Kel Mc Goldrick hot on his heels with 40
points playing off 20 h/c. Ball rundown went down to 34 points and Les Mohr, Geoff Wilson, Rhonda
Rowe, Gary Tierney and Ian Vidler all collected. Pins for the round went to Geoff McCann, Drew Glasson,
Kay McGoldrick, Keith Elphick, Urpo Ylinen, Greg Smith and Bruce Berry topped who off a good day with
the pro pin.
This weekend we are back to normal with our Monthly Medal round so a stroke event Saturday.
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